CHAPTER THREE

JEWISH GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH
IN THE POLISH STATE ARCHIVES
by Professor
Jerzy Skowronek

INTRODUCTION

Jews have lived in the territories of the Polish Republic for almost 1,000 years.
The Archives of the Central Commission on the Crimes
Rich archival materials document the existence and creativity
of many generations, although a large percentage of these Against the Polish Nation (Gðówna Komisja do Badania Zbrodni
materials were tragically destroyed in the horrors of the Przeciwko Narodowi Polskiemu) include material on the
Holocaust. The surviving archival materials have been carefully Holocaust and on crimes against the population of the former
protected in Poland and are well preserved and saved as an Second Republic of Poland committed by the Soviet Union
integral, extremely valuable part of our national archival (and the Polish secret police after 1945), collected for specific
holdings.
cases (trials, investigation of Nazi war criminals and those
The totality of Judaica in Polish archival collections probably responsible for the Kielce pogrom, etc.). The Archives of the
measures several running kilometers of files. Although the Polish Academy of Sciences are useful for their (mostly postlargest and most significant collections are stored at the Jewish humous) works of individual Jewish scientists.
Historical Institute (Þydowski Instytut Historyczny)
in Warsaw, documents and materials concerning
Polish Jews are found in state archives all over the
country. They consist of approximately 100 units
and are more or less basic parts of several hundred
archival fonds.
In addition, archival materials concerning
Jewish communities or their individual representatives are found in at least several hundred
archival fonds and manuscript collections of such
well-known academic libraries as the National
Library in Warsaw, the Jagiellonian University
Library and Polish Academy of Sciences in Kraków,
Ossoliñski Library in Wrocðaw, Ðopaciñski Library
in Lublin, Dziaðyñski Library in Kórnik (near
Poznañ), and the Archives of the Ministries of
Interior, National Defense and Foreign Affairs.
Records pertaining to conversions to Christianity
(Catholic or Protestant) may be found in church
archives. (Addresses for these libraries and archives
` Professor Jerzy Skowronek and Miriam Weiner sign contract for book publication, 1993
are listed at the end of this chapter.)
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CHAPTER THREE
DOCUMENTS DATING FROM
THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
Documents and manuscripts in Polish archives
concerning the Jews reach back to the fourteenth
century. The materials refer to various areas of
life and activities of the Jewish population in
Poland, primarily in the areas of economics and
culture and, to a lesser degree, in politics.
With minor exceptions, documents and
materials held in Polish archives originated only
in the territories within the present boundaries
of Poland. Documents of offices (and institutions
from the regions of modern-day Lithuania,
Belarus and Ukraine) remain in the archives of
those countries (or in Russian archives). At the
end of World War II, as a result of extensive
wartime transfers, some Polish archival collections
remained in Germany or the Soviet Union; their ` Sign at entrance to AGAD Archives, Warsaw
2
repatriation still poses problems that are difficult
to overcome.
Most valuable for genealogical studies are priceless archives are of significant value. Files concerning population
of Jewish communities going back to the Middle Ages. statistics and migrations; those of educational, cultural,
According to Polish archival law, such archives are taken over economic, and political institutions and activities;
when a specific Jewish community ceases to exist. censuses; archives of authorities dealing with religious
Unfortunately, the Holocaust and military actions taken during affiliations and national minorities; and police documents
World War II caused great losses in these materials. Very little all belong to that large group.
remained in some archives, such as that in Biaðystok. In other
archives, such as those in Kielce, Poznañ, Rzeszów, Sandomierz ON-GOING ACQUISITION OF
and Wrocðaw, a large proportion of the Jewish communal JEWISH DOCUMENTS
Almost every month brings further enrichment of docuarchives has been preserved.
mentary sources. For example, the State Archives in Szczecin,
GENEALOGICAL DATA IN ARCHIVES,
Gorzów Division, recently has acquired court files comprised
MUSEUMS AND LIBRARIES
of (among other registry files) birth, marriage and death
Documents and material concerning the Polish-Jewish certificates of the Jewish population of Barlinek and other
population can be found in many other archival collections. districts for the years 1847–1874. Similar files have also been
Even though no clearly marked connection with Judaica is acquired by many other local state archives within the past
evident in the names or character of the collections, they often few years. A full-scale inventory of Jewish cemeteries and graves
include single documents (or whole groups of documents) is becoming a new, valuable source of genealogical information
of great value to a historian dealing with genealogical research. (see Gruber, Samuel, and Phyllis Myers, Survey of Historic Jewish
Periods of violence and the partitions of Poland also affected Monuments in Poland. New York: Jewish Heritage Council,
the fate of archival collections, since less differentiation was World Monuments Fund, November 1995).
With reference to the most stable, systematically gathered
made between documents gathered into archives, on the one
hand, and those preserved in central libraries and museums, documents of registry, notary public and mortgage offices,
on the other hand. In fact, all three types of institutions— one should remember that books and other materials from
archives, libraries and museums—hold fonds of family these offices are usually transferred to the State Archives 100
documents. In some rare cases, parts of state archive holdings years after the documents are created (see Chapters 1 and
(such as those of a local administration or even of various 4). In some regions of the country, however, mortgage files
ministries) were included in a library or museum collection from the period up to World War II have already been
as a result of either donation or purchase. For this reason, transferred to archives, because the proprietary issues are
collections in museums and libraries should also be investigated considered to have been closed.
as a part of any thorough genealogical query.
Other genealogical documents and materials may be found STARTING PLACES FOR GENEALOGICAL INQUIRIES
in the fonds of different municipal councils and other In the beginning of the research process, as with historical
authorities or among well-preserved notary public and studies in other areas, all genealogical queries to the Polish
mortgage documents. Documents of some public institutions State Archives should consider the following:
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• A detailed definition of the subject (or the objective)
of the research.
• The acquisition of precise information on archival
resources concerning the given subject.
When beginning genealogical studies concerning specific
persons or families, information must be made available on where
(i.e., in which place) and when (i.e., in which years or period of
time) a given person or family lived or, preferably, when (exact
date specifying a day or a year) and where (name of a place) they
were born, married or died. If the information requested by a
person or an institution conducting the genealogical research is
not specific enough, the actual performance of the research may
be assigned to staff archivists in the State Archives in order to get
the appropriate information. Currently, this research is done on
a commercial basis for a fee of $15 per hour.
The Polish State Archives does have centralized information
on the holdings of its archives throughout Poland regarding
the list of fonds in every archive and expects to have the
information computerized by the end of 1997. The Center of
Archival Information (Centralny O™rodek Informacji Archiwalnej) at
the Chief Administrative Offices of the State Archives (Naczelna
Dyrekcja Archiwów Pañstwowych, ul. Dðuga 6, 00-950 Warszawa),
supervised by Dr. Andrzej Biernat, was established long ago. Its

activities are limited, however, to gathering and verifying
information on the collections of documents of different archives.
The data was collected in the form of a list of fonds of archive files
(i.e., documents and materials created by a given office or
institution, and collections of documents). In the best cases, we
have detailed inventories of files referring to individual fonds.
Of course, the foregoing lists and inventories did not
include the great collections of documents and manuscripts
held in central libraries and museums. Only now are libraries
beginning the difficult job of organizing computerized
databases. In a few years, we anticipate the creation of very
detailed and precise series of catalogs of the manuscripts for
(among others) the Ossolineum Library in Wrocðaw, the
libraries of the Polish Academy of Sciences, the Jagiellonian
and Czartoryski Libraries in Kraków, the libraries of the Polish
Academy of Sciences in Kórnik near Poznañ, the Raczyñski
Library in Poznañ, the National Library in Warsaw, and the
libraries of Warsaw University and the Central School of
Commerce in Warsaw. Most of these libraries have published
catalogs of their manuscript collections, but they are usually
summarized into single-sheet catalogs preserved in a given
library and available only on site. A printed guide to state and
church museums was created by Danuta Kamolowa and

` House plans for Abram and Ester Odnoposow, Piotrków Trybunalski, 1912
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Krystyna Maszyñska. (See Zbiory rèkopisów w bibliotekach i
muzeach w Polsce [Collections of Manuscripts in Libraries and
Museums in Poland]. Warsaw: Biblioteka Narodowa, 1988.)
Each archive has unpublished inventories on site that can
be consulted by researchers. Many of the State Archives have
published guides to their holdings, including the State Archives
in Gdañsk, Kalisz, Kielce, Poznañ, Radom, Wrocðaw and Ðódþ;
the Central Archives of Historical Records; and the Archives
of Contemporary Records in Warsaw. Guides to the holdings
of other state archives are in progress. Some archives develop
and publish inventories of their most valuable fonds, while
some others have produced detailed subject directories. Note,
for example, Krochmal, Anna, Akta wyznaniowe w zasobie
archiwum Pañstwowego w przemy™lu (Religious Records in the
Holdings of the State Archives in Przemy™l) (Przemy™l:
Archiwum Pañstowe w Przemy™lu, 1993). The Judaica holdings are noted on pages 180–190.
Material in the State Archives at Rzeszów has been the
subject of research conducted on the history of the Polish
Jewish population. The Center on Archival Information in
Warsaw has also gathered information about Judaica holdings
in our archives. Both are valuable in the initial determination
of the range of sources for specific archival queries. Individual,
specific studies on the history of the Polish-Jewish population
as reflected in archival materials have been conducted by a
number of archivists in different regions of our country. Among

` Will of Nuta Maizels (first page), Nowy Korczyn, 1905
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them have been archivists in Biaðystok, Lublin and Suwaðki.
In Puðtusk, Dr. Janusz Szczepañski wrote Dzieje spoðeczno™ci
ÿydowskiej powiatów Puðtusk i Maków Mazowiecki (The History
of the Jewish Population from the Districts of Puðtusk and
Maków Mazowiecki) (Warsaw: Puðtuskie Towarzystwo
Spoðeczno-Kulturalne and Towarzystwo Miðo™ników Makowa
Mazowieckiego, 1993).
From all of the necessarily general information above, it is
obvious that the Polish State Archives are a very rich and
important source of data for Jewish genealogical research. As
such, we do try to ensure the best possible working conditions
for each researcher, within the limitations of our imperfect
technical facilities.

ACCESS TO POLISH STATE ARCHIVES
Access to the Polish State Archives is regulated by a law enacted
on July 14, 1983, which provides that individuals seeking
admission to archives for academic research may be permitted
to work at the discretion of each individual archive director.
For those individuals seeking admission to the archives for
the purpose of researching genealogy, property ownership,
citizenship changes (by the German government during World
War II), permission must first be obtained from the main
director in Warsaw. This permission may be requested prior
to arrival in Warsaw by letter or fax or by applying in person
at ul. Dðuga 6 in Warsaw (tel: 831-9584; fax: 831-7563).

` Last page of Nuta Maizels’ will, dividing 400 rubles among his children
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` List of purchasers of seats in Siedlce Synagogue, 1906
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All existing directories, guides and inventories are
accessible to researchers. If necessary, initial assistance (i.e.,
information) is given by archivists in the form of advice
about fonds related to a given subject that should be
examined. After the initial recommendations from the
archivists, the remaining (substantial) work should be done
by the researchers themselves. Both an individual and an
institution conducting research are obliged to substantiate
in writing the grounds for conducting a particular genealogical
query. This might be a proven family relationship with a
given person or family, or a written assignment to conduct
genealogical queries given by any of the living descendants
of a specific person or family. It is possible that large-scale
studies of demographic and social, or social and genetic,
relations may constitute such grounds. We make this
requirement because the very personal nature of genealogical
queries imposes an obligation on the archives to see that
personal properties or rights are not infringed upon.

HIRING PRIVATE RESEARCHERS AND
RESEARCH FIRMS
The execution of some, or even all, specific tasks connected
with genealogical research may be assigned to special
genealogical associations or professional research firms. Some
associations are not always reliable and may not complete their
research work or do it well. The same is true of some individual
“freelancers” who assume such assignments. That said,

` Siedlce Synagogue tax list in Hebrew, with a total of 401 names
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however, it should be noted, that there are reliable and
responsible professional research firms which work regularly
in our archives and are familiar with our holdings.
Thorough genealogical studies require extensive
knowledge of the holdings of different archives with respect
to their collections of documents and, above all, knowledge
of the differentiation of fonds of records in different archives.
This explains why the results of genealogical research carried
out by associations or by researchers taking individual
assignments who are not experienced genealogical researchers
or familiar with our holdings could produce less than
satisfactory results. Assignments executed as a result of
individual agreements between an individual and any person
or research entity other than the State Archives are not subject
to any control or evaluation by the State Archives.
The State Archives is able to carry out all (or selected)
stages of tasks connected with the examination of genealogical
materials. Because the budgets of our archives do not finance
such work, the cost must be assumed by the person or
institution requesting the work. The fact that the work is done
by an archivist well acquainted with the document collections
in our archives ensures the reliability and thoroughness of
such research. Currently, the fee for this service is $15 per
hour. All preserved vital register documents are consulted.
Any extension of the research into different types of documents
involves much more time and work and, thus, increases the
cost. There is an additional charge for copies.
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STEPS TO INITIATE A GENEALOGICAL SEARCH
To initiate a search by the Polish State Archives, one must:
• Define in the most precise possible manner the range of a
search—that is, a date and place of birth, marriage or
death.
• Send an advance payment equal to a one-hour fee for a
qualified archivist.
The second condition results from the necessity to cover
the cost of a preliminary search for specific documents
concerning an individual person or family. Polish archives do
not have access to specific information indicating in which fond
the data on a given person can be found. Such data can be
acquired only by actually going through the records manually.
In the case of completed studies with a positive result, the
advance payment is applied to the total costs. For a variety of
reasons, however, such work often is not successful. Sometimes
gaps exist in the registry books; at other times, the date and
place of birth or death provided by the person initiating the
research is incorrect. In any event, as is customary with
professional genealogists, time spent doing research must be
paid for whether or not the search is successful.
Since prices do change from time to time, it is best to write
and request a current price list, which will include charges for
duplicates, photocopies, microfilms or certified copies of
documents ordered by a person requesting genealogical research.
The fees of the Polish State Archives are lower than those charged
by the archives of some of our neighboring countries, such as
Latvia, Lithuania and Russia. Charges for photocopies are
deliberately high so as to minimize the number of such requests.
Exposure to the strong light of photocopying has a destructive
effect on archival documents and, thus, should be done as rarely as
possible. Unfortunately, we do not have equipment to scan or
copy microfilms, nor does our budget include money to purchase
modern technical equipment. In the future, however, we will
endeavor not to make photocopies of archival documents at all—
a limitation that already exists in many archives in Western Europe.
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Editor ’s Note: Professor Skowronek died in an automobile
accident in France in July 1996.

FEES FOR GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH
Charges for our services, calculated according to the price list,
are to be paid after completion of the research—that is, when
the results actually are sent to the person ordering the search.
Fees are updated only every few years, despite the relatively
high yearly inflation rate in Poland these days. The Chief
Administrative Office of the State Archives, acting as an
intermediary, guarantees that the research is reliable and has
been properly evaluated. Since the fee structure changes
periodically, please write and request a current fee schedule
to be sent to you.
Address requests to:

ARCHIWUM PAÑSTWOWE
skr. poczt. 1005, ul. Dðuga 6
00-950 Warszawa, Poland

Editor’s Note: An earlier version of this material appeared
in Avotaynu, vol. 10, no. 2 (Summer 1994): 5–8.
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| Marriage, 1874, Staszów: Pinkas Czeslowicz, age 20 (son of Hersh and
| Chaya Ruchla) and Leah Dunajec, age 21 (daughter of Chaim and Sura
` Cipa Wasercycer)
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